
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR

BLING BUFFET TABLE LAMP

S1005

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
* This lamp has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other) as a feature to reduce the risk of electric shock. This plug will fi t in a polarized  
   outlet only one way. If it does not fi t fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fi t, contact an electrician. Do NOT alter the plug.
* Do not use with an extension cord unless the plug from the lamp can be fully inserted into the extension cord receptical.
* Switch power off and remove plug from the wall outlet before replacing the bulbs.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
 * NOTE: Do not connect electricity until lamp is fully assembled.
1. Unpack all parts and remove packing materials. Place lamp base on level surface.
2. Install two 60W Max. G16, candelabra base bulbs into the sockets. Complete the glass drop installation as directed below:

GLASS DROP INSTALLATION:
 * It is recommended that needle nose pliers (not included) be used when installing small glass drops (B).* 
 * It is recommended that the glass drops (A & B) be installed on the smallest tier fi rst, continuing upward to the larger tier. 
 * Reference the “Assembled View” illustration above for glass drop (A & B) orientation.*
1. Remove packaging from glass drops (A & B). NOTE: The fi xture is designed to have alternating size glass drops (A & B) on each tier. 
2. Start with a large glass drop (A). Notice the metal clip attached to each glass drop has a large and small side. Please see images below for 
    reference. Insert the larger side of the clip into a hole in the metal tier. With your index fi nger guide the smaller side of the clip into the hole 
    securing the glass drop (A) to the metal tier. NOTE: A small amount of adjustment maybe needed for each drop to hang straight.  
3. Needle nose pliers are recommended when installing small glass drops (B).
4. Locate the large and small sides of the metal clip on glass drop (B). Firmly hold the vertical section (smaller side of the metal clip) with the needle 
    nose pliers (see images below for reference). Insert the side of the clip (same procedure as the large glass drop (A)) into the hole on the left/
    right side of installed large glass drop. Using the pliers. insert the small side of the clip into the hole securing glass drop (B) to the band. 
5. Repeat steps 2 and 4 for each band until all glass drops (A & B) are installed.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
*To clean, use a soft cloth only. DO NOT use chemical or abrasive cleaners. 
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